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How to update the web site of TC3

This document provides a short, and I hope concrete, description on how to update the pages on
the web site of TC3.

1� General

The web site is to be accessed by ftp: the URL of the site is ftp.iec.ch. A good freeware for ftp is
Leechftp (available from URL: http://linux.fh-heilbronn.de/~debis/leechftp )

You have to login as tc3adm. Password is required. You will get that from the TC3 Secretary as
soon as you need it.

All pages and documents to be entered are stored in the directory html/txt, (which has the URL:
http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt , one level is hidden).

For editing of the web pages Netscape Composer is recommended (Freeware available from URL:
http://www.netscape.com )

All files have to be named in accordance with the rules given on page
www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/139.htm  Conventions for naming of files on the TC3 web site, appended
as Annex A to this document.

The access rights on all documents and pages put in the directory must to be set to 755.

What can seem unnecessary complicated in the procedure described below is the updating of the
List of revisions. However, this is a very useful feature for a visitor, who can get information on all
recent changes on the site by going to "Latest updates" directly from the TC3 home page.

2� How to update the web pages, e.g. the News page

The following steps need be taken::

a. Download the appropriate page e.g. News page for TC3: www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/103.htm. Always
download the actual page from the site in order to be sure that you change the latest version,
save it in a directory of your own computer, and make your changes.  Save again.

b. Update the List of revisions of the site, page www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/002.htm Always download it
from the  site, put it in the same directory as the other page,  and make your changes by
introducing a new entry at the top of the list. Take next revision index, and make it a target.
Describe your change, and make a link to the changed page(s), e.g. 103.htm. Save.

c. In the changed page, e.g. 103.htm, change the revision date, and make the link point to the
new revision index. (This is supported by the system provided that the List of revision has first
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been updated and saved. Therefore step b before this. It can be done manually under a,
provided that you know what the new revision index will be.)

d. Delete the files 002.htm and the other changed file, e.g. 103.htm,  in the directory html/txt and
replace with the updated files. Change access right to 755 for both of them. (If you think
that it is tuff to delete the existing files, you could start by changing  the name to e.g.
old002.htm first, and delete them afterwards when you know that the new ones work properly.)

e. Test your changes by first reloading the new pages to your computer and then trying all new
links.

Ready! If you forget to set the access rights to 755, the computer will say that the file(s) do(es)
not exist on the site.

3� How to add a document to the web site

The following steps need be taken::

a. Put the document file, appropriately named, e.g., 3_599.pdf,  in the directory html/txt. Set
access right to 755.

b. Update the appropriate List of documents (e.g. Committee documents for TC3: 104.htm).
Always download the actual list from the site, save it in a directory of your own computer, and
make a new entry in the list. Make a link to the document file (e.g. 3_599.pdf) and save.

c. Update the List of revisions of the site, page www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/002.htm Always download it
from the  site, put it in the same directory as the List of documents,  and introduce a new entry
at the top of the list. Take the next revision index, and make it a target. Describe your change,
and make a link to the List of documents (e.g. 104.htm). Save.

d. In the List of documents (e.g. 104.htm), change the revision date, and make the link point to
the new revision index.

e. Delete the files 002.htm and the file corresponding to the actual List of documents (e.g.
104.htm) in the directory html/txt and put the updated files there instead. Change access right
to 755 for both of them.

f. Test your changes by first reloading the new pages to your computer and then trying all new
links.

---------------------------
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Annex A

Conventions for the naming of document files
FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY

General

Since all document files for TC3 are kept in one directory  it is necessary to follow convention for
naming of the files, that does not assume that documents from different bodies are kept apart.
Requirements are:

- no risk for collisions

- short

- intuitive, easy to learn

- the rules should unambiguously lead to one file name only.

For the maintenance, e.g. creation of links to documents in the text, the latter requirements are
important, since the consequence is that it is not necessary to check the file name every time a
link has to be created.

NOTE - The following rules have not been consistently followed in the past, so existing file names may be different.

Note that the purpose of a file name in this context is identification. An identifier is used for
referencing, not for understanding of what the document is about. This means i.a. that once the
file name has been assigned and the file put on the site, the file name must not later be changed,
since it is not known how many links that can have been made to it.

Format
The file names for committee and working documents shall have the following general format:

<body><document number><revision index><language code>.<file type suffix>

all written in one uninterrupted string with lower case letters. If the designations in adjacent
groups causes two letters or two figures to be put next to each other, the underscore sign _ is
added to distinguish the groups.

<body>  designation for the body: 3, 3b, 3c, 3d, jwg7, 3wg1,  3bwg2, etc. , i.e. without tc and sc.
Note also that joint working groups in the area of TC3 are numbered so that the designations do
not collide with other groups in TC3 with SCs and the other body. This means that a designation
like jwg15 is sufficiently well identifying.

<document number> running official number for the document without the document kind suffix,
since the latter has no identifying value: 1, .., 999, etc.

For meeting documents a three letter code (first three letters of the name) is used as a prefix for
the number.

<revision index> revision index in letter coding: a, b, c, etc., if applicable.

<language code> language code en = English and fr= French, if there are two separated
language versions. If there is only an English version there is no need to add any code.(With two
letters in the code it it is not likely to be confused with a revision index, even if combined with
one.)
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<file type suffix> three letter file type suffix: htm, jpg, gif, pdf, zip, etc.

Examples
File names for committee documents:

- 3/538/RM: 3_538.pdf

- 3/524C/DA (Revision index C): 3_524c.pdf

- 3B/244/CDV fr  (French version): 3b244fr.pdf

File names for meeting documents:

- 3B(Kyoto/Secretariat)2: 3b_kyo2.pdf

- 3(Madrid/Secretariat)4A (Revision index A): 3mad4a.pdf

Examples of file names for working group documents:

- 3BWG2/15: 3bwg2_15.doc

- JWG15/5A  (English version): jwg15_15aen.pdf

Web pages
Web pages that are part of the site structure are simply identified by a three character running
number, as defined in 001 List of documents - Current web pages.

When a new page is needed, just identify it with a free number, and add it to this list.

The corresponding files are identified

<page number>.htm

e.g. 001.htm

Other files
There are files that are neither committee or working documents nor web pages, e.g. photographs
from meetings, organization charts, icons, etc.

Such files are identified by a four character running number, as defined in 004 List of documents -
Miscellaneous.

When a new page is needed, just identify it with a free number, and add it to this list. (Since this
rule has not been followed earlier the list 004 contains also old files identified differently.)

The corresponding files are identified

<document number>.<file type suffix>

e.g. 1001.jpg


